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Login to your site
Login to your website: https://ns-bmenetwork.org/wp-login.php with your username and password. Once you 
are logged in, bookmark the page to your admin site for future reference:  https://ns-bmenetwork.org/wp-admin/  

https://ns-bmenetwork.org/wp-login.php


Learning about Blocks
Blocks are basic components to add content to your site. There are different types of blocks but we 
are going to concentrate on the Formatting Blocks: Paragraph, Heading, Image, Gallery, Quote, Audio, 
Cover, File and Video. To understand how blocks work, click on ‘Add New’ on the left hand side menu. 



Learning about Blocks
Once you have selected ‘New Post’, click on ‘Use Default Editor’. 



The Paragraph block 1/4
The default block is the paragraph type; this allows you to add content to your site. You will be using this 
block the most. Simply start typing your first paragraph. If you need to add a new paragraph, press the ‘enter’ 
key on your keyboard and a new paragraph will be created. Type some text for your second paragraph. You 
can also click on the ‘+’ symbol to add a new Paragraph block. 



The Paragraph block 2/4
Click on the first paragraph text. You will notice a new ‘Block toolbar’ appears with controls to manipulate the text. 
Make the paragraph ‘Bold’ and the second paragraph ‘Italics’. The paragraph block toolbar offers the following 
options (from left to right). 
First options transforms the block to a different type, moves the block up/down, aligns text, make text bold, make 
text italics, the chain symbol creates links and the three dots to view more options. 



The Paragraph block 3/4
You will notice a ‘+’ symbol when you click on the text below your second paragraph that says 
‘Start writing or type /to choose a block’. Click on the ‘+’ symbol to reveal the types of block 
available. Select ‘Paragraph’. Write your third paragraph.



The Paragraph block 4/4
Select your third paragraph and change the alignment. Choose ‘Align text center’. Your 
paragraph should now be position on the centre of the screen.



Deleting a block
Click on the third paragraph you created to get the 'Block toolbar’. Click on the three dots at the 
far right of the ‘Block toolbar’ and select ‘Remove block’. This will remove your third paragraph.



The Heading block
To add a heading, click on the “+” symbol and select ‘Heading’.



The Heading block
WordPress automatically assigns an ‘H2’ heading to the first heading you type. ‘H1’ heading is reserved for 
the page/blog post title. The header options are: ‘H2’,’H3’, H4’, ‘H5’ and ‘H6’ being the smallest. Click on the 
‘H2’ heading to see all the options.



The block settings
Select a Heading or a Paragraph, then click on the gear symbol to access its settings. The block will 
be selected. Here you can change the font size and colour of the text. Experiment with this feature.



The list block
Add a new heading for a list (e.g.My first list). Add some items to your list. Select the top element of your list - 
you will see the Block tool bar. Convert it to an ordered list. Select the second item of the list and create a 
nested list. Experiment with the block toolbar. 



The quote block
With the knowledge of blocks. Add a new ‘quote block’, then convert it to a paragraph by 
selecting the first item on the ‘Block toolbar’. Finally, convert it back to a quote. 



The image block
Click on the “+” sign to create a an ‘image block’. Go to 
https://dummyimage.com to create and download an image. 

https://dummyimage.com


The image block
Click on ‘Upload’ to upload the image you downloaded in the previous step. 



The image block
Click on the gear symbol to get the block’s properties and type some text in the ‘Alt text’ box for your 
picture. Download a second image and replace it with the new one by using the ‘Image block toolbar’.



Creating a link
Add a new paragraph to add a link to the Alzheimers Society -https://www.alzheimers.org.uk Select the chain symbol 
from the Image Block Toolbar and paste the link in the field provided. Finally, click the arrow to submit. Preview your 
page and test the link.

https://www.alzheimers.org.uk/blog/moise-roche-research-dementia-black-communities


Creating a new Post
Add a new Post to your site. Add a full post to your website. Replicate this post: https://
www.alzheimers.org.uk/blog/moise-roche-research-dementia-black-communities or use your own content 
to add a new post.

https://www.alzheimers.org.uk/blog/moise-roche-research-dementia-black-communities
https://www.alzheimers.org.uk/blog/moise-roche-research-dementia-black-communities
https://www.alzheimers.org.uk/blog/moise-roche-research-dementia-black-communities


About the Trainer
Gicela Morales 
Web Developer/Digital Trainer 

I’ve been working as a web developer since 1996. I worked for The Guardian and Microsoft in the late 90s. I’ve been working with 
WordPress since 2005 and I have built many websites for small businesses and individuals. I founded Codingbug in 2012 and 
since then I’ve been teaching coding to young people.


https://codingbug.co.uk/

http://www.gicelamorales.com/


Twitter: @codingbug

https://codingbug.co.uk/
http://www.gicelamorales.com/

